Photography & Fine Art Printing

Giclée and Fine Art Printing Services
Most Widely Used Media for Fine Art Reproduction
Canvas
100% Cotton Rag Textured Matte Paper
Watercolor Paper
Luster/Satin

Print &Photography Work Costs
Fee per photography/printing session*…$35 per hour
*Includes photographing painting(s) and/or printing of existing image(s) from artist;
Photoshop edits (if necessary); and printing of proofs for color correctness
First two proofs (each 8” x 10”)… no charge; additional proofs $4.00 each
Final prints (charge per square foot of image printed, i.e., not based upon size of canvas or media used)…$15/square foot
Minimum charge per print …$12
CD provided to artist at end of session with final JPG and TIFF images
Photography and printing services other than those listed above…fee to be agreed upon between artist and
NoumenaDesigns based upon scope, complexity, and amount of time expected to complete work
Archival clear plastic enclosure and foam board…additional cost based upon size of plastic enclosure and foam board
Prints made using archival, pigmented ink (rated to last approximately 200 years). UV archival clear spray fixative (matte,
satin, glossy) can be applied to print(s) if desired to protect against yellowing, fading, dirt, moisture, and discoloration at no
additional charge.
Artists may wish to consider maintaining own media inventory for higher volume, repetitive print jobs

Artist Benefits of Giclée Printing and Digital Fine Art Capture
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Archival Giclée printing for lasting prints, using only quality archival papers and ink.
Provide an additional revenue stream (in addition to sales of original artwork)
Digitize originals and build intellectual property
Open doors to art licensing and future sales
Catalog and archive best artwork
Build professional portfolio
Develop follower/client base by keeping track of purchases and sending emails re newest work
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